
CSC 261 Assignment 6: Deision Trees Fall 2009Assigned: Monday 23 November 2009Due: Friday 4 Deember 2009Topis: Supervised learning, deision trees,Objetive: Understand deision tree learning and lassi�ation, learn how to analyze lassi�ersExpeted Time: 4-8 hoursCollaboration: This homework assignment may be ompleted individually or in pairs.Submission: Follow the instrutions for submitting programs via P-Web and handing in a printed opyof soure ode. Your non-programming omponents should be typed, niely formatted, and feature alogial organization, omplete sentenes, and proper grammar, spelling, and puntuation. Only onesubmission (both paper and digital) per group is neessary. Do not turn in any ode that wasprovided for you. Only submit ode you have written.IntrodutionDeision trees are a very fast method of supervised learning for a lassi�ation task. Learning is at worstquadrati in the size of the training data, but very often it is muh loser to O(n log n) if the splits arewell-balaned.In this assignment, you will omplete a deision tree learning algorithm and perform some experimentson its behavior for a real task. The book gives the pseudo ode for Deision-Tree-Learning (Fig 18.5),whih you will raft a Sheme implementation of. You will also use the resulting deision tree to lassifynew, unlabeled instanes. You an then use these methods in ombination to measure the auray of thelearned deision tree on previously unseen instanes for various amounts of training data.Our appliation is to determine, based on some simple tests of physial harateristis, whether a mush-room is edible or poisonous aording to the Audubon Soiety Field Guide. There are over 8000 trainingexamples using 21 features, whih have been downloaded from the UCI Mahine Learning repository.1BakgroundCodeYou may obtain the starter ode for this assignment on the MathLAN from the diretory
~weinman/courses/CSC261/code/dtreeHere is an overview of the �les it ontains.

restaurant.scm Contains a sample training set�the restaurant data from Figure 18.3. Two elements willbe needed for reating a deision tree, the list of examples (a set of attributes and values pairedwith the label for eah example), as well as the set of attributes and the list of values they maytake on. The latter will be useful for the proess of onstruting the tree.
dtree.scm Contains several base methods that you will use to implement the deision tree learner and las-si�er. While you are welome to study the implementations, the examples below, in onjuntionwith the doumentation, should tell you what you will need.1http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/Mushroom 1



mushroom.scm Contains routines for loading the mushroom examples and attributes, whih reside in
mushrooms.txt and mushroom-attribs.txt .

analysis.scm Contains two routines for helping you perform some analysis. Namely, splitting the exampledata into train/test subsets and seleting a (smaller) random subset of examples for training.
assignment.scm Contains the doumentation for the proedures you will write.The remaining �les are mostly anillary and loaded by the ones mentioned above when needed. You maytry to do your work in any Sheme environment you like, but DrSheme using the PrettyBig language is theonly one I have used and will support.ExamplesTraining ExamplesHow are is our training data strutured? An instane is an assoiation list whose keys are attributes, andwhose values (the cdr of eah item in the alist) are the value taken on by that attribute in the instane. Forexample, the �rst instane (labelled X1 in AIMA) takes following the Sheme representation. (Note thateah entry in the assoiation list is a single ons ell, rather than a list. )

> (load “restauraunt.scm”)
> (cdar restaurant-examples)
(("Alt" . #t) ("Bar" . #f) ("Fri" . #t) ("Hun" . #t) ("Pat" . "So me")

("Price" . "$$$") ("Rain" . #f) ("Res" . #t) ("Type" . "French ")
("Est" . "0-10"))This is just one instane. How might we know what the other possible values of the attributes might havebeen? For this we keep trak of all the attributes in another assoiation list. An example of this may beseen in the restaurant-attributes variable from restaurant.scm . In the attributes alist, the keyis the attribute name, and the value is a list of all the values that attribute may take on. Note that you anget a list of all the attribute names quite easily with map

> (define candidates (map car restaurant-attributes))
> candidates
("Alt" "Bar" "Fri" "Hun" "Pat" "Price" "Rain" "Res" "Type" " Est")and you an �nd the list of possible attribute values using cdr and assoc

> (cdr (assoc “Type” restaurant-attributes))
("French" "Thai" "Burger" "Italian")If we are to train a lassi�er, we shall need labels for some instanes. Thus, an example is a pair, whose

car is the training label and whose cdr is an instane. If the example instane above were de�ned as X1,then a orresponding example for it would be onstruted as
(cons #t X1)to indiate that the label is #t (i.e., will wait). Note that sine an instane is a list, an example is a list, too.Training DataTo load the attributes and examples for the mushroom lassi�ation task, you may use the routines in

mushroom.scm for the �les mushrooms.txt and mushroom-attribs.txt .
(load “mushroom.scm”)
(define mushroom-attributes

(load-mushroom-attributes “mushroom-attribs.txt”))
(define mushroom-examples

(load-mushroom-examples “mushrooms.txt” mushroom-attr ibutes))2



Deision Tree RepresentationHow an we represent a deision tree in Sheme? It is atually quite simple, not muh more ompliatedthan thinking about how a list is de�ned. Both are reursive data strutures. That means, when giving ade�nition, we have a reursive ase and a base ase. The base ase for a list is simply the empty list (null ),while the reursive ase is a value followed by another list. A deision tree has a simple base ase: we needto make no tests and simply emit a lassi�ation deision. In this ase, a deision tree may be a valid lasslabel (e.g., #t for �will wait� in the restaurant problem, or #\p for �poisonous� in the mushroom problem).The basi onstrution, therefore, looks like the following
(cons attribute

(list (cons val 1 dt 1)
...

(cons val N dt N)))
...dt dt dt2

1val val Nval 2

1

attribute

Nwhere val 1 t hrough val N are the domain values for attribute and dt 1 through dt N are the orresponding(reursively built) deision trees to apply to the ase when attribute has value val i.Let us take an abridged version of the deision tree found in Figure 18.6 (p. 658). In our restaurantrepresentation, the attribute orresponding to the query Patrons? is “Pat” . This has three possible values,eah with yet another deision tree. We represent this in Sheme as a cons ell (or pair) whose car is theattribute, and whose cdr is an assoiation list. This alist then has the attribute domain elements as itskeys, and deision trees as the values. If we deided instead to always wait when the restaurant is full, wemight have the following as our deision tree.
(cons “Pat”

(list (cons “None” #f)
(cons “Some” #t)
(cons “Full” #t)))

"Some" "Full"

#f #t

"Pat"

#t

"None"

Sheme would display this as the following.
(“Pat”

(“None” . #f)
(“Some” . #t)
(“Full” . #t))What if we need to apply more than one test? We then have a reursive ase: rather than a simplelassi�ation (e.g., #t or #f ), eah deision tree dti must be the same type of struture. That is, it alsoindiates an attribute to test, and then for eah value in the attribute's domain, another deision tree touse. If we ontinued our way down the tree, after disovering that the restaurant is full, we may then wishnot to deide to wait, but to ask whether we are hungry. Thus, rather than having the simple deision #tin the pair ( �Full � . #t) , we would need yet another deision tree. If we eleted to wait only if we werenot hungry, our deision sub-tree (used only when the restaurant is full) would be built as follows.

(define subtree-when-full
(cons “Hun”

(list (cons #t #f)
(cons #f #t))))Then we simply use this deision tree in plae of deiding to wait when the restaurant is full.3



(cons “Pat”
(list (cons “None” #f)

(cons “Some” #t)
(cons “Full” subtree-when-full)))Sheme would display this result as the following.

("Pat"
("None" . #f)
("Some" . #t)
("Full"

"Hun"
(#t . #f)
(#f . #t)))

#t

"Full"

"Hungry"

#t #f

#f

"Pat"

#t

"Some"

#f

"None"

We an repeat the reursive nesting as many times as we wish, so long as we haven't run out of attributesto test along the path. Rather than belabor this onstrution further, let's ontinue by looking at how oneatually puts suh a tree together.Building Bloks for LearningYour deision tree learning method will take three parameters,
• the list of examples,
• the assoiation list of attributes (also giving the domain of eah attribute), and
• a default label to give examples when tests are exhausted.In order to omplete the implementation, a few other ingredients will be helpful. Let us trae through theDeision-Tree-Learning algorithm.First, note that there is a subtle di�erene between the type of parameters to Deision-Tree-Learningand what you will implement in the Sheme proedure decision-tree-learning . The pseudoode takesonly the set of available attributes that may be tested, while the Sheme proedure takes the assoiation listof attributes and their domains (possible value). We shall point out the importane of this di�erene as weprogress.For the �rst ase, t is easy to tell whether the list of examples is empty. The prediate

(all-same-label? examples) will tell you whether all the examples have the same lassi�ation.Assuming we have kept a list of remaining andidate attribute keys, it is easy to test whether this listis empty. The proedure (majority-value examples) will return the lass label in examples thatours with the greatest frequeny.If none of these three ases our, then we must reursively build a deision tree. We begin by seletingan attribute to test the value of. You will do this via the
(choose-attribute examples candidates attributes) proedure, whih you will write. Using
examples, this proedure selets among the attributes in the list candidates to determine whih is thebest to split on. We pass in the attributes alist so that the proedure may know the domains (possiblevalues) of the candidates. More is said about this in the next setion.One we know best-attrib , the value returned by choose-attribute , we an use this as the �rstelement in the list that forms our deision tree. To build the rest of the list, we have to loop over the all thevalues in the domain of best-attrib , adding pairs ontaining the value and the deision tree assoiatedwith that value. (Note that we saw above how to get the values in the domain of an attribute using cdrand assoc .) As we're adding the branhes that form our deision tree, we need two additional apabilities.First, we need to �nd the the subset of examples that have a partiular value for the best attribute4



so that we may reursively build the deision tree on only those examples. Fortunately, the proedure
(filter-examples-by-attribute-value examples attribute value) does just that for you.You will also need remove the best attribute from the list of andidate attributes. You an do this with theproedure (filter-list val lst) found in general.scm .Finally, you are reminded that your decision-tree-learning proedure takes the assoiation list ofattributes and their domains, yet your reursive all to build a tree requires only a narrowing set of andidateattributes. Thus, in implementing the learning algorithm you are advised to use a helper proedure or (evenbetter) a simple named let to iteratively/reursively bind the examples and andidate attributes. In thisway, you an avoiding to pass along the full attribute/domain assoiation list with every reursive all.Choosing an AttributeAs of now, we've side-stepped how to hoose an attribute. The textbook desribes the information gain asthe di�erene between an existing information ontent (due to Claude Shannon) and the information resultingfrom applying some test. We will use this as our metri, and it has already been implemented for you as
(information-gain examples candidate attributes) where candidate is some attribute and
attributes is the assoiation list giving the domains of all our attributes. For example,

> (information-gain restaurant-examples “Est” restaurant -attributes)
0.20751874963942185
> (information-gain restaurant-examples “Pat” restaurant -attributes)
0.5408520829727552So the estimated wait gives us about one �fth of a bit of information, while the number of patrons morethan doubles that at half a bit, whih probably explains why this is the leading attribute test.Classi�ationHow do you lassify an instane? Now that you know the reursive struture of a deision tree, it isstraightforward. If the deision tree starts with a cons ell (whih you an test with pair? ), then youknow you need to apply an attribute test. You will need to
• get the attribute test spei�ed in the deision tree,
• get the value of that attribute in the instane (using assoc ),
• follow the branh of the deision tree having that value to get the next deision tree (using assoc ),and
• reursively apply the lassi�ation routine on the next deision tree.Otherwise, the deision tree is simply a lassi�ation value, whih may be returned.
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Putting it TogetherUsing the restaurant example, here is a a sample deision tree
> (decision-tree-learning restaurant-examples restauran t-attributes #t)
("Pat"

("None" . #f)
("Some" . #t)
("Full"

"Hun"
(#f . #f)
(#t

"Type"
("French" . #f)
("Thai"

"Rain"
(#t . #t)
(#f . #f))

("Burger" . #t)
("Italian" . #f))))Note that this is substantially the same as the one given in the text (Figure 18.6). The only di�erene is inthe subtree for a Thai restaurant. There are but two instanes in our example list that are full when we arehungry and at a Thai restaurant. In either of these ases, both the rain and Friday attributes lassify themperfetly. Our learning algorithm hose one, while the textbook uses the other.If we de�ned the tree above as restaurant-tree , we ould then use it to lassify an instane

> (decision-tree-classify restaurant-tree (cdar restaura nt-examples))
#tAssignmentThere are four interrelated tasks on this assignment. If you get stuk on any of them, you should ontinueworking on the others until you are able to get help with wherever you may be having problems or until youhave taken a break long enough that you are able to see your errors. The worst strategy is to spend all yourtime on one problem and turn in nothing for the others.Problem 1: choose-attribute (25 points)Using the proedure information-gain desribed above (and doumented in dtree.scm ), write the

choose-attribute proedure doumented in assignment.scm . A pseudo-ode desription of this al-gorithm is shown below.
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Algorithm 1 Choosing an attribute.funtion Choose-Attribute( examples, andidates, attributes) returns an attribute from andidatesinputs: examples, a set of examplesandidates, a list of andidate attributes to testattributes, an assoiation list of all attributes with their domainsmaxgain ← Information-Gain( examples, First( andidates), attributes )best ← First( andidates)for eah attrib in Rest( andidates ) dogain ← Information-Gain( examples, attrib, attributes )if gain > maxgain thenmaxgain ← gainbest ← attribreturn bestProblem 2: decision-tree-learning (35 points)Using the methods desribed above, implement the decision-tree-learning proedure doumented in
assignment.scm . To assist you, a summary of the onversion from the pseudo ode (Figure 18.5) to thesheme proedures is given below.Pseudo-Code Shemeall examples have the same lassi�ation (all-same-label? examples)Majority-Value( examples ) (majority-value examples)Choose-Attribute( attribs, examples ) (choose-attribute examples

candidates
attributes)values of best (cdr (assoc best attributes))elements of examples with best = v (filter-examples-by-attribute-value examples

best v)attribs - best (filter-list best candidates)Keep in mind that when all the initial tests fail, you will be produing a value that has the followingformat:
(cons attribute

(list (cons val 1 dt N)
...
(cons val N dt N)))where val 1 t hrough val N are the domain values for attribute and dt 1 through dt N are the orresponding(reursively built) deision trees for examples with the attribute having that value. How you hoose to goabout onstruting this is up to you (e.g., map versus looping with a named let ).Problem 3: decision-tree-classify (20 points)Implement the decision-tree-classify proedure doumented in assignment.scm . Note the stru-ture of the proedure outlined in the examples above.Problem 4: Analysis (20 points)You now have everything you need to train and test your supervised learning lassi�er. Note that dtree.scminludes the proedure (decision-tree-accuracy decision-tree examples) that allows you totest the auray (a number between 0 and 1) on some examples. The examples do not need to be the sameones used to train the deision tree. 7



Part APrint the Sheme value and draw the tree learned by your algorithm on all of the mushroom data. What isthe auray on the data? How does the size of the tree ompare with what you expeted?Part BHere you will apply the methodology for assessing a learning algorithm (�Assessing the performane of thelearning algorithm,� AIMA pp. 660-661) using the mushroom data.The proedure (rand-split-list lst) in analysis.scm randomly divides its argument into twolists, returning a list of two lists. For example
> (define split (rand-split-list (iota 5)))
> split
((3 6 0 5) (4 1 2 7))You an use this to split the list of examples into a training set and a testing set. In addition, you mayextrat a random sample from a list (i.e., a list of training examples) using (rand-sub-list lst len) .For example
> (rand-sub-list (car split) 2)
(5 3)Your task is to measure the auray of the deision tree using a single test set, and randomly seletedtraining subsets of lengths 5,10,15,20,25,...,85,90,95,100. Report the average auray over 20 runs for eahlength and present your learning urve in a table or (better!) a graph.Hint: You an easily reate nested �loop�s in Sheme using iota and map. For instane, here is a �loop�that does 3 things 5 times.
> (map (lambda (iter-1)

(map (lambda (iter-2)
(list iter-1 iter-2))

(iota 5)))
(iota 3))

(((0 0) (0 1) (0 2) (0 3) (0 4))
((1 0) (1 1) (1 2) (1 3) (1 4))
((2 0) (2 1) (2 2) (2 3) (2 4)))Hint: To �nd the average auray over several runs, use apply to apply an operation to the list produedby the inner �loop.�
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